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Abstract

Recently, vision-language joint representation learning
has proven to be highly effective in various scenarios.
In this paper, we specifically adapt vision-language joint
learning for scene text detection, a task that intrinsically
involves cross-modal interaction between the two modal-
ities: vision and language, since text is the written form
of language. Concretely, we propose to learn contextu-
alized, joint representations through vision-language pre-
training, for the sake of enhancing the performance of scene
text detectors. Towards this end, we devise a pre-training
architecture with an image encoder, a text encoder and a
cross-modal encoder, as well as three pretext tasks: image-
text contrastive learning (ITC), masked language model-
ing (MLM) and word-in-image prediction (WIP). The pre-
trained model is able to produce more informative repre-
sentations with richer semantics, which could readily bene-
fit existing scene text detectors (such as EAST and PSENet)
in the down-stream text detection task. Extensive experi-
ments on standard benchmarks demonstrate that the pro-
posed paradigm can significantly improve the performance
of various representative text detectors, outperforming pre-
vious pre-training approaches. The code and pre-trained
models will be publicly released.

1. Introduction
Scene text detection is a fundamental yet challenging

task in computer vision, which requires the model to pre-
dict bounding boxes or polygons for each text instance in
an image. For years, scene text detection methods based
on deep learning have been extensively studied and widely
adopted in both the academia and the industry due to its high
research value and broad real-world applications. Recently,
substantial advances have been observed, while grand chal-
lenges are still remained [32].

*Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of pre-training paradigms for scene text
detection. (a) Conventional SynthText pre-training: Region su-
pervisions (e.g., bounding box annotations, ground-truth masks)
are used to train the image backbone and detector head. The fine-
tuning pipeline is the same as the pre-training pipeline. (b) Pre-
training with text supervision: Text annotations are utilized as the
supervisions through an encoder-decoder framework. (c) Our pre-
training model includes an image encoder, a text encoder and a
cross-modal encoder, learned through three pretext tasks.

Different pre-training strategies have been proposed to
learn better representations in natural language process-
ing [8] and computer vision [14], usually relying on various
pretext tasks. To accelerate the training procedure and en-
hance the generalization capability, pre-training techniques
have also largely been applied to scene text detection meth-
ods. Most of the early attempts employ ImageNet [7] pre-
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training as done in general object detection. Nevertheless,
an obvious domain gap exists between natural images from
ImageNet and scene text images, which might result in lim-
ited performance gain after fine-tuning.

Therefore, researchers presented methods [16, 28] that
fine-tune models pre-trained on synthetic text datasets, such
as SynthText [12], curved SynthText [31] and Unreal-
Text [34]. Most of recent text detection models that pre-
trained on synthetic datasets outperform those pre-trained
on ImageNet, however, they still suffer from a domain gap
between synthetic and read-world data, which usually cause
text-like textures to be falsely detected.

To tackle this issue, Wan et al. [51] propose STKM
for pre-training via mining text knowledge without using
region supervision. By adopting a text-recognition-like
pipeline, STKM has proven to be effective on down-stream
text detection task across different methods and datasets.
However, STKM utilizes a character-level decoding pro-
cess, which makes it hard to effectively exploit context in-
formation in the lexicon. In addition, the single-stream
pipeline is essentially a unidirectional mapping (from vision
modality to language modality), thus can not sufficiently
make use of the interaction between vision and text to learn
informative representations.

We address these major challenges by introducing a
novel Vision-Language Pre-Training paradigm for boost-
ing Scene Text Detectors, termed VLPT-STD, together
with three novel pre-training objectives, which enable en-
coding richer information and learning discriminative rep-
resentations. Importantly, by imposing a mutual align-
ment between the two modalities, our method can better
exploit text knowledge and achieve improved visual rep-
resentations. As shown in Fig. 1, we compare different
pre-training paradigms for scene text detection. Note that,
although our approach only requires image-level text an-
notations like STKM, it is designed from a very different
perspective where fine-grained cross-modality interaction is
adopted to align unimodal embeddings for learning better
representations.

Inspired by vision-language pre-training approaches [4,
20–22], we utilize self-attention and cross-attention mod-
ules to build a unified architecture together with three care-
fully designed pre-training objectives. The image and text
unimodal representations are aligned first via contrastive
learning, and then attend to fine-grained text regions via
pre-training tasks of masked language model and word-in-
image prediction. Consequently, the pre-trained backbone
can be fine-tuned for various text detectors to significantly
improve the detection performance.

Specifically, the image (or text) embeddings are firstly
extracted from an image (or text) encoder, and then fed
to cross-attention blocks for fine-grained cross-modal inter-
actions via various pre-training tasks. By designing var-

ious pre-training objectives, we encourage the encoder to
attend text regions in image data from cross-modal cues.
The whole model can be trained end-to-end and the visual
backbone can be transferred to different text detectors. In
addition, the proposed paradigm requires only image-level
text annotations, whose labeling cost is much cheaper than
conventional region annotations, especially for curve text
labeling. Extensive experiments are conducted on various
text detectors and datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the pre-trained backbone.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
three-fold:

• We propose a novel vision-language joint learning
framework for pre-training the visual backbones of
scene text detectors, which is a conceptually simple
and flexible framework to enable mutual alignment be-
tween visual and textual representations.

• We devise three pretext tasks to encourage fine-grained
vision-language interactions. In particular, a novel
Word-in-Image Prediction (WIP) task is designed with
hard example sampling strategy for learning discrimi-
native representations.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach. In particular, with three classical
scene text detection methods: EAST, PSENet and DB,
our approach has shown consistent and considerable
improvements on five text detection datasets over con-
ventional and STKM pre-training techniques.

2. Related Work
Scene text detection. Existing scene text detection meth-
ods can be roughly divided into two categories: bottom-up
methods and top-down methods.

Generally, bottom-up methods firstly detect fundamen-
tal components (e.g., pixels or segments), then aggregate
the components to produce final detection results via var-
ious post-processing algorithms. PixelLink [6] firstly seg-
ments text instances with linking pixels and then generates
bounding boxes from segmentation results. PSENet [24]
firstly generates multiscale kernels for each text instance,
and then progressively expands the minimal scale kernel
to cover the whole text instance. SegLink and its vari-
ant SegLink++ [46, 49] detect small text segments and
then link them together to form the complete text instance.
CRAFT [1] detects the character region first and link the re-
gions by learning the affinity between characters. DB [28]
proposes a differentiable binarization module for a segmen-
tation network.

Early attempts from top-down methods take scene text as
general objects, apply object detection approaches [30, 43]
to locate text regions by predicting the offsets from an-
chors or pixels. One-stage text detectors like TextBoxes se-
ries [26, 27], EAST [61], MOST [16] directly regress the
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of our proposed framework for cross-modal pre-training. Note that, only positive text are fed into text
encoders for learning MLM task.

geometry parameters of the text boxes on feature represen-
tations and apply Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) algo-
rithm to produce the final predictions. On the other hand,
two-stage text detection methods like Mask TextSpotter se-
ries [25, 36], generally follow a Mask R-CNN-style frame-
work by utilizing a region proposal network (RPN) to pro-
duce text proposals first and then regress the offsets to the
ground-truth bounding boxes.

Pre-training of visual representations. Despite the effec-
tive network design in previous works, pre-training tech-
niques for scene text detection has not been sufficiently
studied. Most of the existing works directly pre-train the
network with region supervision on ImageNet or SynthText,
without paying particular attention to the importance of pre-
training techniques.

Modern pre-training approaches can drastically improve
the performance on down-stream tasks for most deep
learning applications, which has been observed for nat-
ural language processing [8], computer vision [14] and
cross domains [4, 57]. Pre-training of visual represen-
tations has a long history with methods based on su-
pervised training (from other data source) [14, 43], self-
supervised/unsupervised training [2, 3, 13, 42] and multi-
modal training [4, 41, 57]. Contrastive learning has become
increasingly successful for self-supervised and multimodal
pre-training. Methods like MoCo [13] and SimCLR [2] fol-
low an instance discrimination pretext task, where the fea-
tures of each image’s multiple views are pulled away from
those of other instances. The recent CLIP [41], ALIGN [18]
and ALBEF [21] perform pre-training on massive image-

text data using contrastive loss by aligning the visual and
textual representations. Performance on the down-stream
tasks (e.g., image retrieval, image caption) is greatly im-
proved with the pre-trained models.

There has been an increasing interest in study-
ing pre-training techniques for OCR-related approaches.
TrOCR [23] introduces an end-to-end text recognition
method with a pre-trained Transformer-based model. Our
work is closely related to STKM [51] which pre-trains
ResNet backbone using high-level text knowledge with self-
attention decoders. Importantly, unlike STKM, we pro-
pose a novel cross-modal pre-training paradigm inspired
by the recent trends of vision-language pre-training tech-
niques. Instead of directly decoding text information from
image representations, we demonstrate that learning better
visual representations for boosting scene text detectors can
be achieved by mutual alignment and cross-modal interac-
tions through carefully designed pre-training objectives.

3. Methodology
In this section, we first present the overall paradigm of

the proposed VLPT-STD, then describe the visual-linguistic
pre-training tasks that are specifically designed to learn
cross-modal representations for the down-stream task of
text detection.

3.1. Model Architecture

As illustrated in Fig. 2, VLPT-STD contains an image
encoder, a text encoder, and a cross-modal encoder. The
image and text embeddings are first extracted from uni-
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modal encoders, and then fed into a cross-modal encoder of
several cross-attention layers, enabling fine-grained interac-
tions across the image regions and the sub-word tokens.
Image Encoder. The image encoder includes a ResNet [15]
backbone, a feature pyramid network (FPN) and an atten-
tion pooling layer. For the first, to make fair comparisons
with existing pre-trained models on the down-stream text
detection task, a ResNet-50 is used as the base architecture
for the feature extractor and initialized with weights pre-
trained on ImageNet [7].

Inspired by the success of FPN [29] on object detec-
tion, semantic segmentation, etc., we exploit feature fu-
sion by combining features of C2, C3, C4, and C5 layers
with lateral connections. Four convolutional feature maps
are firstly transformed with number of channels reducing to
256 through an 1× 1 convolution layer. Then P5 is simply
the transformed feature map of C5, and P2, P3, P4 are con-
structed by adding up-sampled transformed feature maps
for the previous layer. Next, an 1×1 convolution layer with
stride 2 is applied on the concatenated feature map to re-
duce the number of channels from 1024 to 384. Therefore,
the feature map is 1

16 of the original image size. Formally,
the final feature map Fc is defined as,

Fc = Conv1×1,s2([DS×2(P2);P3;US×2(P4);US×4(P5)])
(1)

where DS×x(·) denotes x times down-sampling and
US×x(·) represent x times up-sampling with bilinear inter-
polation, respectively.

In addition, we adopt an attention pooling mechanism
as in [41] to extract visual embeddings conditioned on the
global average-pooled representation of the image. The at-
tention pooling block is implemented as one layer of Trans-
former’s multi-head attention module.

Overall, an input image xI is encoded into a sequence of
embeddings V = {V[CLS], V1, ..., VS} ∈ Rd, where V[CLS]
denotes the embedding of the [CLS] token, S denotes the
number of visual tokens, and d denotes the dimension of
visual embeddings.
Text Encoder. The text encoder consists of three multi-
head self-attention modules which transforms an input text
into a sequence of embeddings.

Given a text sample as input, we first split it into a
sequence of words, and then apply WordPiece [45] to
tokenize each word into sub-word tokens. After that,
an embedding matrix is adopted to embed the sub-word
tokens into embedding vectors. Here we use W =
{W[CLS],W1,W2, · · · ,WK} ∈ Rd to represent the embed-
ding sequence, where K indicates the sequence length, and
d is the dimension of word embeddings. Next, trainable po-
sitional embeddings are added following other BERT-based
language models. Unlike most existing vision-language
pre-trained models, the text encoder in our paradigm is

trained from scratch, which is not initialized by any pre-
trained BERT model.
Cross-Modal Encoder. We construct four identical Trans-
former’s decoder layers as the cross-modal encoder to en-
able interactions between visual and textual embeddings.
Each decoder layer consists of a multi-head self-attention
module, a multi-head cross-attention module (MHCA) and
a feed-forward network (FFN). Following [9], LayerNorm
(LN) is applied before every attention module, and resid-
ual connections after every attention module. The FFN
contains two MLP layers with a GELU [17] non-linearity.
The last decoder layer has an additional prediction head for
MLM task, which is described in Sec. 3.2.

3.2. Pre-training Tasks

We adopt three pretext tasks during pre-training: image-
text contrastive learning (ITC) and word-in-image predic-
tion (WIP) on the unimodal encoders, masked language
modeling (MLM) on the cross-modal encoder.
Image-Text Contrastive learning (ITC). Our goal is to
learn visual unimodal representations that can be transferred
for down-stream scene text detection task. Thus, the key
challenge is to learn discriminative representations that can
attend to text regions from the image encoder.

To achieve this, we employ the idea of contrastive learn-
ing to mutually align global textual and visual representa-
tions into semantic space. ITC aims to find the best image
embedding from a batch of image embeddings given a text
embedding. Similarly, for a given image embedding, the
objective is to find the best text embedding from a batch
of text embeddings. In one word, the contrastive objective
encourages the model to locate text in the image by jointly
training the image and text encoders to maximize the cosine
similarity of the paired image-text embeddings.

Formally, we denote each image-text pair from Synth-
Text dataset as (xI

i , x
T
i ) which contains an image xI

i with
the rendered text xT

i in the image. As previously illustrated,
each image is encoded as image embedding V[CLS]. Simi-
larly, for each text, the text embedding W[CLS] is encoded
by the text encoder. For notation simplicity, we use I and T
to denote V[CLS] and W[CLS] respectively.

The loss function for each data batch is constructed
as follows: for each image query xI

j , we obtain an In-
foNCE [40] loss between its image embedding Ij and all
text embeddings Tk in the batch,

LI2T = −
∑
j

log
exp (Ij · Tj/τ)∑N
k=1 exp (Ij · Tk/τ)

(2)

where N denotes the batch size, and τ denotes the hy-
perparameter of temperature. The similarity is measured by
dot product here. Similarly, for each text query xT

j , the In-
foNCE loss is formulated as,
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LT2I = −
∑
j

log
exp (Tj · Ij/τ)∑N
k=1 exp (Tj · Ik/τ)

(3)

The total loss function for ITC is defined as,

LITC = λ1LI2T + λ2LT2I (4)

Empirically, we find that λ1 = λ2 = 0.5 work well in
practice.
Word-in-Image Prediction (WIP). In addition to ITC, we
propose a novel Word-in-Image Prediction (WIP) to enable
fine-grained cross-modal interactions. In this task, we uti-
lize contrastive learning between image embeddings and
word-level embeddings to distinguish the positive words
that rendered in the image from a number of negative words
which are not in the image, therefore predicting its existence
in the image.

Inspired by the Online Hard Example Mining strategy
(OHEM) [47], we further sample the hard negative sam-
ples based on text embeddings’ similarities during training
to capture more fine-grained visual cues from word shape.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, for a positive word ”lost”, the
sampled negative examples can be ”last”, ”lose”, ”post”,
etc. By virtue of OHEM and word-level contrastive learn-
ing, the visual representations will be iteratively improved
through pre-training for modelling the subtle nuances be-
tween words of similar shape. As shown in Tab. 7, the
learned text embeddings from our model indeed reveal vi-
sual similarity of word appearance via cross-modal align-
ment.

Formally, we denote the positive sub-word tokens as
W = {W[CLS],W1,W2, · · · ,WK} ∈ Rd, and its cor-
responding image embedding as I for simplicity. For
each token Wi, we sample its top L nearest neighbors
{W̃ 1

i , W̃
2
i , · · · , W̃L

i } as negative examples in an online
fashion, by measuring their word embeddings’ similarities.

Then the WIP objective function for each image-text pair
{I, {W1,W2, · · · ,WK}} is constructed as,

LWIP = −
∑K

k=1 log
exp(I·Wk/τ)

exp(I·Wk/τ)+
∑L

l=1 exp(I·W̃ l
k/τ)

(5)
Masked Language Modeling (MLM). This objective is
to predict the ground-truth labels of masked text tokens
Wmasked from its contextualized vector zmasked|W . Follow-
ing BERT [8], we randomly mask W with the probability
of 0.15 and the replacements are 10% random tokens, 10%
unchanged, and 80% [MASK].

Specifically, the MLM task is to recover the masked
word tokens based on the observation of their surrounding
words Wunmasked and all visual embeddings V, by minimiz-
ing the negative log-likelihood,

LMLM = −E(W,V ) logPθ(Wmasked|Wunmasked,V) (6)

Note that the rendered text on SynthText images nor-
mally contains less semantically meaningful content unlike

existing tasks of image caption [4, 20] or document under-
standing [54,56]. Therefore, the MLM task in our paradigm
highly relies on the image content instead of the language
context to recover the masked tokens. Thus, the model can
learn stronger representations on the visual side for pre-
training text detection task.

Overall, the full pre-training objective is,

L = LITC + LWIP + LMLM (7)

4. Experiments
In this session, we first briefly introduce the SynthText

dataset for pre-training and other publicly available datasets
for scene text detection task. Then, we present the technical
details for both pre-training and fine-tuning. Next, we trans-
fer the ResNet backbone from our VLPT-STD to three clas-
sical text detection methods: EAST, PSENet and DB, and
compare them with state-of-the-art pre-training methods on
various challenging benchmarks. Finally, we conduct ab-
lation studies and present qualitative results to demonstrate
the effectiveness and generalization ability of our method.

4.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. The pre-training experiments are conducted on
SynthText [12], which is a large-scale dataset that contains
about 800K synthetic images. We hold out a subset of 20K
images for validation in the following experiments. Synth-
Text has a variety of labeling forms, we only use text labels
for pre-training without any bounding box annotations. For
down-stream experiments, we closely follow STKM [51]
and use the following datasets for evaluation.

Total-Text [5] mainly focuses on curved text, which con-
tains 1,255 training images and 300 test images. The dataset
is labeled with polygon-shaped bounding boxes.

CTW1500 [60] also primarily consists of curved text. It
has 1,000 training images and 500 test images. Text in-
stances are labeled with polygons annotated by 14 vertices.

ICDAR2015 [19] is composed of 1,000 training images
and 500 test images. Text annotations are given in word
level with rectangular bounding boxes.

ICDAR2017 [39] is a multi-lingual dataset including 9
different languages, which contains 7,200 training images,
1,800 validation images, and 9,000 test images. Both train-
ing set and validation set are used during fine-tuning.

MSRA-TD500 [59] includes 300 training images and
200 test images with line-level annotations. Following pre-
vious works, 400 training images of HUST-TR400 [58] are
used as additional training data.

TextOCR [48] is a large and diverse OCR dataset that
consists of 28,134 images and 903K annotated words in to-
tal, with high density of ∼32 words per image.
Pre-training setup. During pre-training, the SynthText im-
ages are first resized to 512 × 512 and then rotated ran-
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Table 1. Experimental results on PSENet. ST denotes SynthText
pre-training. The numbers on ∆ denote the F-measure improve-
ments over SynthText and STKM in green and blue respectively.

Methods ICDAR2015 Total-Text CTW1500
P R F P R F P R F

SegLink [46] 73.1 76.8 75.0 30.3 23.8 26.7 42.3 40.0 40.8
TextSnake [33] 84.9 80.4 82.6 82.7 74.5 78.4 67.9 85.3 75.6
TextDragon [10] 84.8 81.8 83.1 79.5 81.0 80.2 84.5 74.2 79.0
SAE [50] 84.5 85.1 84.8 - - - 82.7 77.8 80.1

PSENet + ST 1 84.3 78.4 81.3 89.2 79.2 83.9 83.6 79.7 81.6
PSENet + STKM 1 85.7 81.8 83.7 89.2 79.9 84.3 85.3 80.6 82.9
PSENet + Ours 86.0 82.8 84.3 90.8 82.0 86.1 86.3 80.7 83.3
∆ 3.0↑, 0.6↑ 2.2↑, 1.8↑ 1.7↑, 0.4↑

1 We report results using our reimplementation.

Table 2. Experimental results on EAST. ST denotes SynthText
pre-training. The numbers on ∆ denote the F-measure improve-
ments over SynthText and STKM in green and blue respectively.

Methods ICDAR2015 ICDAR2017 MSRA-TD500
P R F P R F P R F

SegLink [46] 73.1 76.8 75.0 - - - 86 70 77
TextField [55] 84.3 80.1 82.4 - - - 87.4 75.9 81.3
CRAFT [1] 89.8 84.3 86.9 80.6 68.2 73.9 88.2 78.2 82.9
GNNets [53] 90.4 86.7 88.5 79.6 70.1 74.5 - - -

EAST + ST 1 89.6 81.5 85.3 75.1 61.9 67.9 86.9 77.6 82.0
EAST + STKM 1 90.2 84.6 87.3 76.9 64.3 70.0 85.2 75.3 80.0
EAST + Ours 91.5 85.4 88.3 77.7 64.6 70.5 88.5 76.7 82.2
∆ 3.0↑, 1.0↑ 2.6↑, 0.5↑ 0.2↑, 2.2↑

1 We report results using our reimplementation.

Table 3. Experimental results on DB. ST denotes SynthText pre-
training. The numbers on ∆ denote the F-measure improvements
over SynthText and STKM in green and blue respectively.

Methods ICDAR2015 Total-Text MSRA-TD500
P R F P R F P R F

DB + ST 1 88.2 82.7 85.4 87.1 82.5 84.7 91.5 79.2 84.9
DB + STKM 1 91.4 81.4 86.1 87.7 83.4 85.5 90.2 82.0 85.9
DB + Ours 92.0 81.6 86.5 88.7 84.0 86.3 92.3 84.9 88.5
∆ 1.1↑, 0.4↑ 1.6↑, 0.8↑ 3.6↑, 2.6↑

1 We report results using our reimplementation.

domly within the range of −20° to 20°, other data augmen-
tation strategies are not included due to the lack of region
supervisions. We adopt AdamW optimizer [35] with weight
decay of 0.01 and warm-up learning rate schedule for first
2.5K steps, then the learning rate was linearly decayed from
1× 10−4 to 0. The model is trained for 120K iterations on
8 Tesla V100 GPUs with a batch size of 800. To save mem-
ory and accelerate the pre-training process, we apply mixed-
precision [38] and gradient checkpointing [11] techniques.
The learnable temperature parameter τ in Eq. (2), Eq. (3)
and Eq. (5) are initialized to 0.07 and clipped to prevent
scaling the logits by larger than 100 to improve training sta-
bility. We set the dimension d of visual and text embedding
to 384. The number of visual tokens S and textual tokens
K are set to 1025 and 30 respectively. We select L = 63
most similar word tokens as the hard negative examples.
Evaluation protocol. We evaluate the pre-trained model by
fine-tuning EAST, PSENet and DB methods on five com-
monly used scene text detection datasets.

For EAST method, ICDAR2015, ICDAR2017 and

Table 4. Architecture designs. † denotes the original FPN im-
plementation from [29]. MHCA denotes the multi-head cross-
attention. Only F-measure is presented.

Image Encoder Cross-Modal Encoder PSENet EAST

FPN† Our FPN w/o MHCA w/ MHCA CTW IC15
√ √

82.7 88.0√ √
83.1 87.4√ √
83.3 88.3

Table 5. Ablation study for VLPT-STD pre-training tasks. Only
F-measure is presented.

PSENet EAST
ITC MLM WIP IC15 TT CTW IC15 IC17 TD500

81.3 83.9 81.6 85.3 67.9 82.0
√

82.2 84.3 82.2 86.0 69.4 79.3√
84.5 85.9 83.1 87.7 70.2 81.5√
83.1 85.3 82.2 86.9 70.2 82.1

√ √
84.3 85.6 83.2 87.5 70.3 81.7√ √
83.3 85.3 82.5 87.3 70.2 81.5√ √
84.7 85.8 82.9 87.6 70.4 81.9

√ √ √
84.3 86.1 83.3 88.3 70.5 82.2

Table 6. Ablation study on pre-training datasets with PSENet. ST
denotes SynthText and TO denotes TextOCR. Only F-measure is
presented.

Supervision Pre-training Datasets IC15 TT CTW

Region ST+TO (1 epoch) 82.24 84.52 81.75
Text (Ours) ST (1 epoch) 84.33 86.14 83.30
Text (Ours) ST+TO (1 epoch) 85.07 86.18 83.50

MSRA-TD500 are used as benchmark datasets as it is not
suitable for detecting curved texts. We follow [44] and
employ a variety of data augmentations, including horizon-
tal flips, rotation, resizing, random crops and color jitter-
ing over input images During training, the images of IC-
DAR2015, ICDAR2017, and MSRA-TD500 are resized to
512× 512, 640× 640, 640× 640, and the batch size is 32,
22, and 22, respectively. We fine-tune the pre-trained back-
bone for 600 epochs on ICDAR2015 and MSRA-TD500
datasets with Adam optimizer, base learning rate is 1×10−4

and decayed by 0.1 every 200 epochs. For ICDAR2017,
EAST is trained for 300 epochs and the initial learning rate
is 1× 10−4 then decayed by 0.1 every 50 epochs.

For PSENet, we use the official code [52] and conduct
experiments on ICDAR2015, Total-Text and CTW1500.
The experimental settings follow the original paper [24].

For DB, we adopt the official implementation [37] to re-
produce the baseline and evaluate our pre-trained method.
The model is trained for 1200 epochs following official
code. We adopt Adam optimizer with a weight decay of
0.0001 and an initial learning rate of 1× 10−4 which is de-
creased by 0.1 after epoch 800. For other parameters, we
directly follow the default settings in [37].
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Table 7. Comparisons of top-5 nearest neighbors of sampled query words from our text encoder and ViLT’s text encoder.

Query Top-5 nearest neighbors from VLPT-STD Top-5 nearest neighbors from ViLT [20]

eco 850 800 630 rca 600 ecological dairy organic international retro
vote note voice work role write voting qualify election comment compete
sale safe scale said able sake rent display adoption auction hire
north worth keith math norton both south east west northeast southeast
river liver layer viper driver meter lake creek canal rivers waterway
right light night rights might higher left starboard back sideways bottom
special specific typical serial social optical private important wonderful new significant
affected attached selected attacked scattered affiliated damaged threatened caused involved killed

4.2. Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts

In Tab. 1, Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, we compare the proposed
VLPT-STD with conventional SynthText pre-training and
the state-of-the-art STKM method. Extensive experiments
are conducted on five scene text detection datasets with
PSENet, EAST and DB methods. P, R, and F denote Pre-
cision, Recall and F-measure, respectively. For reported
STKM results, we use pre-trained model1 released by the
authors of [51].

Note that, there is no deformable convolutional layer in
either STKM or our model. Thus, when fine-tuning DB
with STKM’s or our pre-trained backbone, the weights of
deformable convolutional layers are randomly initialized.

Our method has shown consistent improvements over
conventional SynthText pre-training and STKM on all
benchmarking datasets, including two datasets for curved
text, one dataset for multi-oriented scene text, and two
multi-lingual datasets for long text lines.

4.3. Ablation Study

Evaluation on architecture designs. We compare differ-
ent architecture designs for image encoder and cross-modal
encoder in Tab. 4.

For FPN, we compare the original FPN implementa-
tion [29] that used in [24]. Our FPN variant reduces training
computation and improves fine-tuning accuracy by 0.6%
and 0.3% on CTW1500 and ICDAR2015, respectively. In
addition, we also study the cross-attention mechanism in
cross-modal encoder design. Cross-modal encoder imple-
mented with only self-attention modules leads to a fine-
tuning performance drop, which indicates the superiority of
the cross-attention modules.
Evaluation on pre-training tasks. To investigate the ef-
fectiveness of different pre-training objectives, we conduct
ablative experiments with PSENet and EAST, and report the
results in Tab. 5.

We find that pre-training either with MLM or WIP task
boosts the accuracy significantly. We presume that the
MLM and WIP design concepts have a conceptual ad-
vantage, utilizing word-level tokens for fine-grained cross-
modal alignments. Despite the superior performance of

1https://github.com/CVI-SZU/STKM

MLM and WIP, pre-trained model with single ITC task
achieves higher performance than SynthText pre-training
except for MSRA-TD500 dataset, suggesting that the global
contrastive learning between image and text modalities is
also effective in learning visual representations. While ITC
+ MLM already sets a strong baseline, integrating WIP
brings extra performance boost. Moreover, if all three pre-
text tasks are utilized, our approach consistently improves
over the baseline by a nontrivial margin on all five datasets.
Evaluation on pre-training datasets. Our method is com-
patible with both synthetic and real image datasets. There-
fore, we ablate pre-training datasets and experiment with
TextOCR (∼20k) and SynthText (∼800k) in Tab. 6. When
combining SynthText and TextOCR as the pre-training
dataset, it can outperform classical pre-training method us-
ing region supervision. Furthermore, it achieves a notice-
able boost over SynthText-only pre-training on ICDAR15
which contains many small scene text instances and thus is
more challenging.

4.4. Qualitative Results

Visualizations of attention maps. We provide the per-
word attention map visualizations from our cross-modal en-
coder in Fig. 3. As can be seen in the visualizations from
the 1st training epoch, the model has acquired the ability to
locate general text regions. While, it cannot capture fine-
grained visual cues to distinguish different words at the be-
ginning of the pre-training. As training proceeds, the model
gradually learns to attend to the corresponding text regions
in the image for different words. As shown in the last row,
the pre-trained model succeeds in learning accurate atten-
tion via the cross-modal encoder at the end of pre-training.
More interestingly, for the two same ”the” input tokens,
the attention mechanism enables the model to collaborate
for attending different text regions.
Visualizations of detection results. Fig. 4 compares the
detection results from STKM and our method after fine-
tuning with PSENet. As shown in the figure, our model
can further suppress the false detections on text-like regions
compared to STKM, as we apply MLM and WIP to enhance
fine-grained representations by multimodal cues. More-
over, by using text encoder with WordPiece tokenization,
our VLPT-STD model can benefit from the integration of
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“ role (The Sender the have >group. ”

“the” “send” “##er” “the” “>” “group”Input

Epoch 1,
(0.301)

Epoch 10,
(0.647)

Epoch 120,
(0.861)

Figure 3. Visualizations on the cross-attention maps corresponding to individual sub-word tokens. We present the visualization from the
1st head in the 2nd block of the cross-modal encoder. The selected sub-word tokens are highlighted in red. The numbers in the brackets
indicate the MLM accuracy on the validation set. (The figure is best viewed in color.)

Figure 4. Visualizations of text detection results from STKM
(Left) and VLPT-STD (Right) on Total-Text test images after fine-
tuning with PSENet. (The figure is best viewed in color.)

lexicon information in improving the segmentation quality
in terms of both granularity and integrity, like ”OF AMER-
ICA” in the first row and ”Farm” in the third row.
Nearest neighbors of word embeddings. As depicted in
Tab. 7, we show top-5 nearest neighbors for sampled query
words according to cosine similarity of embedding vec-
tors from our pre-trained text encoder and text encoder of
ViLT [20]. As expected, the nearest neighbors generated
by ViLT text encoder are quite semantically similar. While,
the nearest neighbors from ours are more visually similar
to each other. This observation indicates that the mutual

alignment between multimodal representations is achieved,
which further validates the effectiveness of our cross-modal
pre-training paradigm.

5. Limitations
Our proposed method pre-trains text detection back-

bones with extra modules, e.g., text encoder and cross-
modal encoder, comparing to classical text detection pre-
training methods. Therefore, the whole pipeline consumes
larger GPU memory and takes longer time for pre-training.
Moreover, if our approach is applied to other datasets where
significantly more words exist, e.g., document images of
thousands of words, the number of text tokens will increase
greatly. It will take higher computation and memory cost,
which might not be environmentally friendly.

6. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we present VLPT-STD, a novel pre-

training paradigm that contains unimodal encoders and
a cross-modal encoder for vision-language joint learning.
Three pre-training objectives are proposed to encourage
fine-grained mutual alignments between image and text
modalities, enabling visual encoder to incorporate informa-
tion from lexicons for improving down-stream text detec-
tion task. Trained with five commonly used datasets on
two representative text detection methods, our proposed ap-
proach outperforms state-of-the-art pre-training methods by
a significant margin.

Future works include integrating region supervision in
the proposed paradigm, as well as developing more effec-
tive pre-training tasks.
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